
Mr. President
Distinguished Parliamentarians
Ladies and gentlemen

I am delighted to be among you today in such a warm and friendly
environment.

Unfortunately, this year's parliamentary meeting is held at a time
when Afghanistan is under the control of an extremely
self-centered regime which came about after the withdrawal of the
US and international partners and the subsequent collapse of the
Afghan republic government. Afghanistan has once again plunged
into the hands of extremist categories and is becoming the
safehaven of international terrorist groups. The two decades
achievements of the Afghan people have been destroyed and the
country is now on its knees. Poverty, unemployment, insecurity,
closure of girls' schools, discrimination and deprivation of half of
the community, namely women from work and education, are
major challenges facing Afghanistan. It is certainly that the Taliban
have not changed at all in spite of their initial promises of
changing their behavior and respect for human rights and
women's rights. If anything they have become worse.

Ladies and gentlemen

There is a dire humanitarian crisis in Afghanistan and the
country's social, economic, and security situation is increasingly
deteriorating. The Taliban are ruling with disobedience and totally
disregard the will and legitimate demands of the Afghan people
and the international community.



Taliban's brutal rule caused a flight of capital and talent, the
collapse of the banking system, lack of any meaningful
governance, and the disappearance of the constitution and
parliament. The regime has stagnated the country's educational
system and does not allow girls to go to school. National unity and
nationhood have been undermined by the Taliban's policies of
discrimination and single-ethnic rule.

Excellencies

Despite all this, the Taliban regime seeks recognition from the
international community and wants to benefit from political,
economic and commercial interactions with the region and the
world. But the Taliban have failed to realize that today's world is
like a small village due to globalization, under which
interdependence and cooperation are critical.

Not only did the Taliban regime not fulfill its obligations to fight
terrorist groups and cut off relations with al -Qaeda, but the killing
of al-Qaeda leader in the heart of the Afghan capital is a clear
sign that the Taliban are an extremist movement that support
international terrorism, endangering regional and global security.
With the presence of more than twenty terrorist active groups
inside Afghanistan, its certain that Taliban are not able to provide
guranttees for the security of the region and the world.

In the absence of international attention to the problem of
terrorism, the world will soon face a wide range of security
concerns. Another catastrophe like September 11 will occur if we
ignore the Taliban's actions and the threat they pose. In



Afghanistan, the intensity of terrorist attacks is only increasing as
seen in the recent horrible attack against the Kaj educational
center, causing numerous lives of innocent people. The world
must strongly condemn these attacks and boycott the sources of
its funding.

While the world is trying to provide humanitarian aid to the people
of Afghanistan in these difficult times, which we are very thankful
for, there are some serious doubts about the Taliban's way of
distributing the aid. Credible information obtained shows that the
Taliban keep this assistance to their supporters and do not
distribute it to ordinary Afghans. The Taliban and their regional
allies, using the aid, continue their brutal rule and do not allow the
Afghan people to benefit from these aids. We request that
international institutions and donor countries find effective and
transparent ways to ensure that these aids are not wasted and
that the Taliban are not enriched.

Ladies and gentlemen

The Taliban's failure at governing and their repressive rule has
forced Afghan people to rise up against the regime through
different means and show defiance. Afghan people, especially the
brave Afghan women are fed up with the regime and have taken
to the streets and social media platforms to demand their rights.
The Taliban has harshly cracked down on these protests. It is
through these forms of protest that Afghan people hope the world
to hear their voices and to assist them in this legitimate cause.
The international community should fully and unconditionally
support the people of Afghanistan in this fight particularly Afghan



women who took to the streets. Do not be the region and the
world. To address the current Afghan problem, we recommend
the following:

First: Under no circumstances, the Taliban should be recognized.
In fact, recognizing the Taliban means giving legitimacy to a
selfish regime that provides safe haven to the terrorist groups.

The International Outline has taken refuge. In the meantime, the
Taliban regime violates the fundamental values of the Afghan
people and ignores women's rights. Recognizing such a regime
will be contrary to the values of modern society today;

Second: The existence of extremist groups in Afghanistan has
great risks to the security of the region and the world. The world
should pay attention to this problem beforeit is too late.

Third: The ongoing acute humanitarian crisis, the collapse of the
Afghan economy, the lack of security, the closure of girls' schools
and women's rights are major challenges facing Afghanistan. The
world should pay close attention to the Afghan problem and do
not forget the cause of Afghan people.

Fourth: The Taliban must be pressured to let girls' schools open
and not deprive Afghan women and girls of their basic rights.

Fifth: The Taliban should be held accountable for widespread
human rights violations, including the killing of civilians, and
persecution of religious and ethnic minorities.



Sixth: All humanitarian aid should be delivered through
transparent means.

Seventh: There should be a global consensus on how to deal
with the situation in Afghanistan and the problem of the country
should be resolved through dialogue. The formation of an
inclusive government that can represent all of Afghans should be
the integral part of this solution.

Thank you for your attention


